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With digitalization and with technologies such as software, data, and artificial intelli-
gence, companies in the embedded systems domain are experiencing a rapid trans-
formation of their conventional businesses. While the physical products and
associated product sales provide the core revenue, these are increasingly being com-
plemented with service offerings, new data-driven services, and digital products that
allow for continuous value creation and delivery to customers. However, although
there is significant research on digitalization and digital transformation, few studies
highlight the specific needs of embedded systems companies and what it takes to
transform from a traditional towards a digital company within business domains char-
acterized by high complexity, hardware dependencies, and safety-critical system
functionality. In this paper, we capture the difference between what constitutes a
traditional and a digital company and we detail the typical evolution path embedded
systems companies take when transitioning towards becoming digital companies.
K E YWORD S
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1 | INTRODUCTION
For decades, companies in the embedded systems domain have successfully focused their value-creating activities on physical products involving
primarily mechanics and electronics components. In domains such as telecom, automotive, defense, security, and manufacturing, product sales
have been, and currently are, where the primary revenue is generated. Although most companies have some service offerings that allow for more
frequent or at least periodic relationships to customers, the revenue generated from these services is still secondary. Often, maintenance services
are offered at scheduled intervals and sold as part of the overall product transaction but without having a separate revenue model associated to
them. In such models, the focus is on the short-term selling of products rather than the long-term and continuously evolving customer needs.1,2
However, with technologies such as software, data, and artificial intelligence (AI) being introduced, new opportunities arise. From developing
products consisting of primarily hardware and with software playing a minor role, embedded systems companies are in the midst of com-
plementing their physical products with software-driven services and solutions that extend, and fundamentally change, previous product offer-
ings3 as well as the turnaround time of these products. In these new service-oriented offerings, software is one of the enablers for digital
offerings in which data and AI technologies also play an increasingly critical role. As previously reported, this involves not only a change of reve-
nue models and value creation opportunities but also a fundamental shift in the relationship to customers and the response time to market
needs.1,4 In particular, companies are exploring the potential with frequent updates of software, real-time collection of customer and product
data, and opportunities related to continuous improvement and customization of products.3,5,6 Instead of having products deteriorate over time,
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companies seek to improve product performance and customer experience with new features and functionality being added to the system on a
continuous basis. This means a shift in value creation and revenue as well as in customer relationships and experience.7 In marketing, this shift is
typically referred to as relationship marketing in order to emphasize the relational elements, the multiple stakeholders, and the more collaborative
relationship between buyers and sellers.4 In the software engineering field, similar patterns are reported and described. In our previous research,8
we present a model for strategic ecosystem management in which the collaboration and value co-creation between multiple stakeholders is
emphasized. In our previous work,9 we discuss collaborative innovation and how to select the optimal collaboration strategy considering the inno-
vation at hand as well as the collaborative and/or the competitive relationship between stakeholders. And whereas Manikas and Hansen10 pro-
vide an overview of software ecosystems and how to effectively benefit from these, Bosch11 outlines how digital technologies are rapidly
changing large-scale software engineering and how traditional value creation is being complemented, and even replaced, with new and more con-
tinuous revenue streams.
In our previous work, we studied embedded systems companies and how the business ecosystems in which they operate are rapidly changing
due to digitalization.3 In this work, we focused on how customer needs evolve when new technologies are introduced, how ecosystems transform
due to digital technologies, and how traditional technologies commoditize over time. Based on our findings, we developed a decision framework
that captures technical aspects of digitalization as well as alternative strategies that incumbents can use to avoid disruption. Also, in an earlier
study, we compared data management practices in embedded systems companies with similar practices in Internet of Things (IoT) companies and
in online companies concluding that many of the embedded systems companies lack mechanisms for effective use of the data they collect.5
Although this study was conducted a few years back, the findings highlight challenges that remain relevant and that need further attention
because data are becoming an increasingly important asset for companies. However, despite our own and others' previous attempts, and to the
best of our knowledge, there is limited research on what it involves for embedded systems companies to transition from a traditional company
with value being created from product sales towards becoming a digital company with complementary digital and service-oriented offerings. In
addition, little is known about the transition towards, and the implications of, a continuous customer relationship in which the lifetime of a prod-
uct is significantly extended and in which customer value is created throughout the lifetime of a product. Therefore, this paper takes more of a
business model and value creation perspective when exploring how companies in the embedded systems domain are transitioning from being tra-
ditional companies towards becoming digital companies. In contrast, and to complement previous work, we focus our research on the following:
• How are companies in the embedded systems domain complementing their traditional, and primarily transactional, models for value creation
with models based on continuous value delivery to customers and what is the typical process for achieving this?
• What are the steps that companies in the embedded systems domain take when evolving towards becoming digital companies in which reve-
nue is generated from products and services but increasingly also from data and other digital assets?
• What are the key challenges that companies in the embedded systems domain experience when transitioning from traditional towards digital
companies and how can these be addressed in future research?
The contribution of this paper is threefold. First, we explore how digitalization transforms companies in the embedded systems domain, and
we capture the difference between traditional and digital companies. Second, we present a model in which we detail the typical evolution path
companies take when transitioning from traditional towards digital companies. In this model, we outline four orthogonal dimensions in which com-
panies need to evolve and that are critical for this transition to be successful. These dimensions are (1) the product upgrade dimension, (2) the
business model dimension, (3) the data exploitation dimension, and (4) the AI/machine learning (ML)/deep learning (DL) dimension. Third, we iden-
tify open research questions that need to be addressed in future research to help companies further advance their digital transformation. The
research questions we identify are grouped into eight categories, that is, business models, business ecosystems, data, system architecture, R&D
process, organization, and culture, and represent the key topics of interest for future research in the area of digital transformation. With these
contributions, we intend to support practitioners in the digital transformation in which they are part as well as encourage the research community
to engage in solving what we identify as key challenges in this field of research.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review contemporary literature on digitalization and digital transforma-
tion. In Section 3, we describe the research method that was adopted in the study and we present the case companies. In Section 4, we present
the empirical findings. In Section 5, we discuss our findings and we present our conceptual contributions. In Section 6, we identify open research
challenges for future research. In Section 7, we review related work. In Section 8, we conclude the paper.
2 | BACKGROUND
2.1 | Digitalization and digital transformation of businesses
Digital technologies have fundamentally changed the ways in which we do business. With new ways to connect, collaborate, and compete,
and with sophisticated technologies allowing for vast amounts of data to be collected, processed and executed upon, companies of today are
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facing a situation in which business opportunities emerge more rapidly than ever before. In business, digitalization typically refers to enabling,
improving, and transforming business operations, business functions, business models, and business processes, by leveraging digital technolo-
gies.2 During recent years, the phenomenon of digitalization has been extensively studied across research disciplines and with prominent stud-
ies in areas such as management, information systems, marketing, and software engineering. Although the research scope and focus vary
between different research disciplines, they all highlight the challenges, the opportunities, and the radical impact of new digital technologies.
In particular, attention is paid to the many ways in which digital technologies enable novel business models,12,13 transform and disrupt existing
business ecosystems,3,14,15 support process improvement,16 improve customer experience,17,18 and facilitate innovation and new value crea-
tion.19,20 In addition, there are studies highlighting how digital transformation of businesses impacts organizational culture and infrastruc-
ture16,21 as well as how the characteristics of digital technologies give rise to opportunities that did not exist in the past.22 Moreover, research
shows how new technologies increasingly influence the choice of a particular business model23,24 and that what we experience today is a shift
of attention away from matters internal to the firm towards what happens beyond its boundaries and in the relationship to its customers and
partners.7,25,26
There are numerous definitions of what constitutes digital transformation. When searching for “digital transformation” on Google,27 it
is defined as the “profound and accelerating transformation of business activities, processes, competencies and models to fully leverage the
changes and opportunities of digital technologies and their impact across society in a strategic and prioritized way.” In Bowersox et al.,28
digital transformation is described as the “process of reinventing a business to digitize operations and formulate extended supply chain
relationships,” and the authors emphasize the importance of utilizing the potential of new technology across the total supply chain. In
Mazzone,29 digital transformation is described as the “deliberate and ongoing digital evolution of a company, business model, idea process,
or methodology, both strategically and tactically,” and the author recognizes the multifaceted and multidimensional impact of this process.
As yet another example of this, the definition by Schallmo et al.30 includes the networking of actors such as businesses and customers
across all value-added chain segments to highlight the impact digital transformation has on the business ecosystem, the relationship to part-
ners, and on current and future value propositions. In relation to this, the authors recognize the importance of data when claiming that suc-
cessful digital transformation requires skills that involve the extraction and exchange of data among partners as well as the analysis and
conversion of these data into actionable information. In our previous work and based on multicase study research in embedded systems
companies,3 we view software, data, and AI as enablers for digitalization. These technologies offer a range of new capabilities and opportuni-
ties to extend existing product offerings as well as to create new product and service offerings to customers. Although the definitions men-
tioned above originate from different research disciplines, they all recognize that the application of new digital technologies is at the core of
digital transformation. In addition to being a critical means to increase operations and performance, they work as enablers to increase reach
and relationships within and outside a company and with the capacity to help companies reinvent their existing value chains and revenue
streams.31–33
2.2 | Digital transformation of embedded systems companies
In the embedded systems domains, software is rapidly becoming the central differentiator for many products, whereas mechanics and electronics
are becoming commodities.3,5,11 With functionality implemented in software rather than in hardware, companies can more frequently update and
continuously improve the product also after manufacturing and deployment at the customer and extend the lifetime of a product as well as the
experience of the customer. As enablers for digitalization, software, data, and AI technologies bring a number of opportunities in terms of connec-
tivity, automation, and frequent deployment of functionality. During recent years, and as reported in a number of studies, continuous integration
and continuous deployment practices have allowed for significant shortening of development lead time, more frequent integration of code, and
rapid placement of release candidates in a production environment.34,35 More recently, practices such as DevOps, DataOps, and MLOps have
been established as new ways of working within software-intensive embedded systems companies. These are practices that go beyond agile
methods and that seek to further advance the automation and quality of production with regard to development, data, and ML operations.36–38
Although these practices are still gaining momentum, they highlight the increasing importance of digital technologies and the ways in which these
shape the capabilities of contemporary organizations. From a business perspective, data offer an important asset for new revenue. As we have
recognized previously,3 it can be used to subsidize the product side of the ecosystem by enabling new revenue streams, possibly with entirely
new partners in new ecosystems. In addition, data are the fuel for AI/ML/DL models.38,39 With massive data sets available, these models are
trained to mimic human intelligence and allow companies to shift through massive data sets in order to stay on top of trends, provide answers to
highly complex problems, and derive new insights. With software, data, and AI, companies are fundamentally changing their current processes
and ways of working by automation of tasks in ways that were not possible before the era of digitalization. In this paper, we explore how digitali-
zation transforms companies in the embedded systems domain. Based on empirical research, we present a model in which we detail the typical
evolution path companies take when transitioning from traditional towards digital companies and we identify the open research challenges for
future research.
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3 | RESEARCH METHOD
3.1 | Case study research
The research reported in this paper is part of a larger research initiative in which we conduct longitudinal multicase study research40,41 in close
collaboration with 15 companies in the embedded systems domain.1 The companies represent, for example, telecom, automotive, defense,
security, healthcare, wind power, marine solutions, and logistics, and they are all large-scale software-intensive companies. With their products
becoming increasingly connected, and with software, data, and AI being critical for innovation and new value creation, these companies are
experiencing a rapid transformation of their businesses. Within this context, we have had the opportunity to work closely with the majority of
the companies for more than 3 years on the topic of digitalization and digital transformation. In this particular paper, we report on our most
recent work on how companies evolve from traditional to digital companies and we focus on identifying the typical evolution path and the
steps necessary for realizing this. As a continuation of our previous work on digitalization in which we focused on the strategies that incum-
bents use to avoid disruption,3 this study reports on our most recent work with three of the companies referred to as primary case companies.
In these companies, we studied a total of five use cases in which the companies are complementing their traditional product offerings with
new service-oriented offerings. In addition, and as secondary cases, we use insights and experiences from three additional companies that are
experiencing similar challenges as the primary use cases in this study. As the basis for our findings, we use company workshops and qualitative
interviews conducted between November 2018 and May 2020. In alignment with our research interests, we adopted a qualitative research
approach.41 As reported in literature,41,42 case study research is especially well suited for research concerned with identifying patterns of
action and for studying organizational contexts in which emphasis is put on stakeholder's perceptions, experiences, and understandings of a
certain phenomenon.
3.2 | Data collection and analysis2
Our research builds on active engagement and close collaboration with practitioners in the case companies. As the basis for data collection, we
organized workshops at each company, as well as joint workshops to which we invited all companies, we conducted interview studies, and we
arranged meet-up events for product management, system engineers, system architects, and senior leaders within all companies. For data analysis,
we adopted an interpretive approach.41,43 As suggested by Walsham,42 the generalizations that are made based on case study research are useful
for other organizations that experience similar challenges in similar contexts.
3.3 | Case companies and use cases3
For the purpose of this publication, we selected a set of primary and secondary cases as the foundation for the conceptualizations and generaliza-
tions we present. As elaborated upon by Seawright and Gerring44 and Gerring,45 case study selection is critical as most case studies are about
something larger than the case itself. In case studies of this sort, the chosen case is asked to represent a population of cases that is often much
larger than the case itself, and typically, background cases play a key role in analysis. Following this line of reasoning, the empirical findings we
report build on case study research in three companies that we selected as primary cases. As secondary cases, we selected another three case com-
panies that face similar challenges and opportunities as the primary case companies. The three primary case companies are briefly described
below:
• Company A: A company manufacturing trucks, buses, and construction equipment as well as a supplier of marine systems. For the purpose of
this paper, we studied three different use cases that all reflect the transition towards a digital company. In Company A, we studied three differ-
ent use cases, that is, Case A1, Case A2, and Case A3. These are detailed in Appendix A.
• Company B: A company manufacturing a broad variety of sports and utility vehicles. For the purpose of this paper, we studied a use case in
which the company is looking to introduce on-demand pricing of products and services.
• Company C: A company developing products, services, and solutions for military defense and civil security. For the purpose of this paper, we
studied a use case in which the company is exploring the opportunities to introduce digital products with continuous capability growth.
In addition to the primary cases, we studied three secondary case companies:
• Company D: A company developing a wide range of connected products for home appliances, for industry, and for transportation.
• Company E: A company providing information and communication technology (ICT) to service providers.
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• Company F: A company providing processing and packaging solutions for food and beverages as well as services solutions for operation of
manufacturing plants.
3.4 | Validity of results
As the foundation for our understanding of digital transformation, we reviewed contemporary studies on this topic. Based on this understanding,
we conducted multicase study research in a set of selected primary and secondary case companies in the embedded systems domain. As our main
data sources, we collected data from workshops and interviews with key stakeholders within each of these companies. To mitigate validity
threats, and to address construct validity,46 we started each workshop and each interview with sharing our definition of digitalization and what
dimensions we regard critical for digital transformation. In this way, we created a common understanding for the key concepts, and we could
focus the discussions using terminology that was familiar for everyone involved. With regard to external validity, we view our research contribu-
tion as related to the “drawing of specific implications” and as a contribution of “rich insights.”42 However, with the opportunity to study six com-
panies covering different industry domains, and a total of eight separate use cases, we believe that the insights and the conceptual models we
present have the potential to be relevant also in other embedded systems companies with similar characteristics as the six companies we studied.
Although differences may exist with regard to the specifics of an individual company, there are reasons to believe that the overall evolution and
the steps we identify are similar to what other embedded systems companies experience as they all originate in mechanics and electronics and
with technologies such as software, data, and AI being added.
4 | EMPIRICAL FINDINGS4
In this paper, we explore how companies in the embedded systems domain experience the digital transformation of their businesses. In par-
ticular, we study a number of use cases in which these companies are complementing their traditional, and primarily transactional, models
for value creation with models based on continuous value delivery to customers. This involves a shift from today's product sales to more
service-oriented models for value creation. Below, we summarize the findings from the company workshops and interviews that provide
the empirical foundation for this study. To structure the presentation of our empirical findings, we use the following dimensions: (1) product
upgrade dimension, (2) business model dimension, (3) data exploitation dimension, and (4) AI/ML/DL dimension. These dimensions are
empirically derived and were frequently referred to by workshop participants and interviewees when discussing the aspects of digital
transformation.
4.1 | Company A: Automotive
Company A is a company manufacturing trucks, buses, and construction equipment as well as a supplier of marine systems. Currently, the soft-
ware organization has adopted agile ways of working, but as the larger part of the organization consists of mechanics and electronics, the benefits
of shorter development cycles have not yet been fully utilized. This is expressed by one of the senior engineering managers when saying: “We
come from a waterfall background and now we are all agile, but we have not really changed ….”
4.1.1 | Product upgrade dimension
Due to a strong tradition in mechanics, Company A describes fleet owners and customers as hesitant to digital solutions because so far, paper
protocols have been what they trust and what they are used to. However, and as observed in Case A1, in order to provide drivers with real-
time information before, during, and after a trip, Company A is planning to develop an integrated service that allows drivers to access services
from a common platform. As a complement to the physical product, this will enable Company A to continuously update the software services
provided on the platform as well as offer customers new business value in terms of real-time information. In addition, there will be an
increased opportunity to prevent mistakes, accidents, and potential breakdowns before they happen. For Company A, the desire is to reduce
cost and, at the same time, increase safety. Also, a common platform will help reduce the number of screens, apps, and phones that drivers
use in order to access internal and external services. In this way, product complexity can be reduced, and drivers can minimize the number of
physical items they use. In use Cases A2 and A3, the “product” would consist of data that are shared and monetized with indirect and direct
suppliers. From a product upgrade perspective, this allows fundamentally new value creation opportunities as the product would shift from a
physical item to a digital offering.
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4.1.2 | Business model dimension
In all three use cases, Company A is looking to explore new business models. In Case A1, Company A aims to introduce subscription-based ser-
vices for fleet owners and customers in which access to data from external partners, as well as internal data revealing product performance, is
intended to raise the total value of the service. This is in contrast to existing business models where Company A is the provider of the vehicles
and related services but where direct access to data from external partners is limited. Also, there are currently no existing business models to
which external partners contribute with value such as data. For Company A, success is when the new platform, and its connected services, is
viewed as a transport “insurance” rather than a logistics app and when customers perceive the value of the services as “peace of mind” as they
get continuously informed about vehicle conditions and trip environment.
Similarly, Case A2 reflects a fundamentally new way of doing business as it involves sharing and monetizing data with suppliers. Up until now,
Company A has been sharing certain types of data “for free” but without the opportunity to utilize the value of these data. To start monetizing
data would allow a shift from today's product sales towards more of a service revenue model and with the additional opportunity to create a mul-
tisided ecosystem in which data generated from the primary customer base can be monetized with a secondary customer base. For example, data
revealing road conditions and temperatures could be of potential interest to other stakeholders that are currently not customers of Company
A. There are numerous challenges involved in this, including suddenly starting monetizing something that suppliers are used to get for free and
that Company A does not know the value of. Ideally, Company A would want to have “a window” in which they can log the data, get the data,
and analyze the data before sharing it with suppliers. This is not only due to the wish to understand the data before sharing it but also due to the
fact that sharing data continuously might violate the competitive edge and the opportunity to still distinguish. As one company representative
phrased it: “… it would be to just to give but without getting back.” What is desired is to create a win–win situation with long-term benefits and a
business model that allows for capturing parts of the value that suppliers generate based on the data.
In Case A3, a new business model would allow Company A to become a “stepping stone” in helping the supplier improve and develop new
services. For doing this, there needs to be a model allowing for Company A to monetize the opportunity they provide.
4.1.3 | Data exploitation dimension
In all three use cases, data are a critical asset to either realize a new service or to be exploited and sold as a “product.” As seen in Case A1, to have
access to data that facilitate route planning, order matching, and tuning of onboard systems such as heating and cooling is critical. If offered in an
integrated service, both time and costs associated with transporting of goods could be reduced. In addition, data facilitating loading, rest and
delivery time, and station return of the vehicle would improve the overall efficiency of a trip. In Case A2, Company A is looking to exploit diagnos-
tics and performance data. Although these data have been collected from the vehicles for decades, they have been used entirely for internal pur-
poses and primarily for product maintenance. However, with products becoming increasingly connected, Company A is experiencing a situation in
which more logs can be produced resulting in better and more accurate data from the products. Recently, this was recognized by one of the sup-
pliers who wants access to the data coming back from their component as well as more of the diagnostics data produced by Company A. Finally,
in Case A3, there is the situation of an indirect supplier that is willing to share data in order to also get data in return and where Company A could
benefit from the supplier data to learn more about the specific component and overall product quality.
4.1.4 | AI/ML/DL dimension
All three use cases in Company A reflect systems in which large amounts of data are generated either from external sources such as sensors or
from internal sources such as the electronic control units (ECUs). Currently, data from these different devices are used primarily for data analytics
purposes and with the main intention to better understand product performance. Recently, Company A started to offer predictive maintenance
services for which data are utilized as input for predicting when a certain error might occur. In relation to more advanced use of data, and with
AI/ML/DL technologies involved, Company A is exploring the space of autonomous driving and already has the first autonomous solutions on the
market. These vehicles are intended to increase efficiency and productivity in domains such as mining, underground operations where human
safety is a concern, and in situations where there is a risk of accidents. As an example, Company A is currently involved in a project related to
waste trucks that need to operate in housing areas. With a self-driving truck, only one operator is required, and the truck can operate largely auto-
matically, which helps to increase both productivity and safety.
4.2 | Company B: Automotive
Company B is a company manufacturing a broad variety of sports and utility vehicles. The company operates within a large network of equipment
manufacturers and suppliers and with close dependency to partners. Although the traditional suppliers represent hardware and mechanics, the
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digital transformation has brought with it a number of new partners in the areas of software, data, and AI with key competence in autonomous
driving, virtual engineering, and continuous deployment. Currently, the automotive industry is experiencing rapid changes and disruptions due to
new players utilizing digital technologies and offering fundamentally new business propositions. To manage this situation and to keep up with
competition, Company B is required to rethink its current business as well as to invest in innovation. Also, and to avoid being disrupted by players
like Tesla and Google, the company has to rethink its definition of value as the traditional notion of this has always been in terms of transporta-
tion. This is not how new entrants think about value. For these players, the data generated by the car and by the driver constitute value as an
asset for new services and solutions that focus less on transportation and more on customer experience.
4.2.1 | Product upgrade dimension
Company B operates in a domain where the tradition has been to sell physical products “as is” and where product upgrades are few, if any. The
regular maintenance and repair of the vehicle is the opportunity for improvement, but up until the last decade, software updates were not com-
mon. Recently, however, the company has started developing on-demand product areas where entire products, selected functions, and certain
services are offered to customers in an on-demand fashion rather than sold “as is.” The aim of this is to allow for frequent performance
upgrades as well as continuous software and function upgrades. From a product upgrade perspective, this would shift focus from the selling
point, that is, the transaction, of the product to the usage time of the product and it would enable software-driven and continuous updates of
the system.
4.2.2 | Business model dimension
The traditional business model in Company A brings the highest proportion of revenue at the moment of purchase. Typically, the buying process
and decision takes significant time because the product is both complex and costly. However, the time after purchase and when the product is
actively used by customers is not utilized as an opportunity for monetization. In the use case we studied, Company B is introducing on-demand
services as a means to reinvent their current business model. In the case of on-demand services, Company B develops services such as renting of
particular items. For example, customers do not need to store extra equipment such as bike holders or roof racks but rather pay and get access
only for the time period they need these items. Similarly, certain equipment could be made available for subscription so that customers would only
pay the season they actually use them. The desired state is to have the current product sales complemented with significant product-as-a-service
sales as well as complementary services around the physical product that allows for continuous revenue opportunities.
4.2.3 | Data exploitation dimension
With vehicles becoming increasingly connected, the development of connected services is exploding, and from having been a minor part of the
business, it has become a differentiator. For example, services that alert drivers of road conditions and accidents as well as services that inform
about maintenance are common. With such services, the use of data is shifting from being the primary input for troubleshooting to becoming an
asset that can be monetized. If collected from one customer, data can be shared with this customer to help improve product performance as well
as the overall driving experience. Furthermore, data provide insights that can be shared and monetized with existing customers as well as with
new customer segments. For Company B, avoiding disruption is a challenging balance between focusing on the core value of providing customers
with vehicles while reinventing itself by providing customers with new data-driven services that have less to do with the car but that add to the
overall customer experience.
4.2.4 | AI/ML/DL dimension
Company B is actively pushing autonomous driving, and by the middle of the next decade, it is expected that a third of annual sales will be gener-
ated from autonomous cars. To realize a future of autonomous cars, Company B has established a number of new partnerships in the area of
autonomous technology development, for example, partners developing the next generation of driver assistance software as well as software for
autonomous cars. In addition, close partnerships have been established with smaller startups in order to develop advanced perception technology
for use in autonomous cars. With these technology developments and partnerships, Company B is rapidly advancing their traditional data analyt-
ics practices to also include AI/ML/DL technologies and data stream-centric ways of working in which large data sets are used as the basis for
dynamic training and retraining of models.
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4.3 | Company C: Defense
Company C develops safety-critical systems for defense in a highly restricted domain. Today, the number of products in the product portfo-
lio is high and the development and sales organizations are structured around these products. Overall, the company seeks to shorten time
to market and shift development towards a digital product roadmap. In order to get there, Company C recognizes actions such as more fre-
quent updates of feature roadmaps, an improved process for managing future feature development, a closer collaboration between product
management and R&D (i.e., a DevOps setup), and the need for a roadmap based on insights from data and business intelligence rather than
requirements.
4.3.1 | Product upgrade dimension
Currently, products are developed and sold using a traditional business model in which only sparse upgrades with minor capability growth take
place. As the products are made to last for decades, and with as little interference as possible, interaction with customers is limited. Although the
company offers a few services, the current business model is not tailored to support digital offerings or service-oriented revenue streams. How-
ever, with an increasing part of the products becoming software-intensive, and with rapid development of sophisticated AI/ML/DL technologies,
Company C is looking to decrease the overall number of products and instead offer complementary services that allow for regular, or at least more
frequent, product upgrades. Instead of many product variants, the company wants to offer customers a large variety of configurations and com-
pany representatives agree that software-driven improvement of functionality is critical for the near future.
4.3.2 | Business model dimension
In Company C, revenue is generated almost entirely out of traditional product sales. Some complementary services exist, but these are intended
more as services supportive to the existing products rather than value-generating services by themselves. However, the company recognizes a
number of new sales opportunities that open up with digitalization of products. During the workshops held at the company, it was clear that the
ability to sell a set of continuously improving capabilities was considered key for future competitive advantage. One of the product owners
defined digitalization as the ability to deliver continuous capability growth, the ability to sell add-on features to the current platform, and the abil-
ity to use data for continuous software improvement. According to this product owner, the challenges they face are partly related to the business
domain in which they operate but also a result of a product-oriented business with transactions-based customer relationships. Another area of
interest is to enable unbundling of existing offerings and a sales model that supports the sales of these as modules. Finally, to charge for compe-
tence is an opportunity, for example, maintenance competence, as continuous improvement of capabilities also includes continuous monitoring of
errors and faults.
4.3.3 | Data exploitation dimension
With strict regulations and with access to customer data being limited, Company C has not had the opportunity to effectively utilize these data
for revenue-generating insights or as an asset that could be monetized with customers. Although large data sets and advanced data analytics exist,
these are used primarily for internal purposes and for product improvements rather than an additional business opportunity. However, Company
C is experiencing an increased interest in the use of data—both internally as it could serve purposes in addition to quality assurance and diagnos-
tics but also externally as customers are interested in using data to improve their own key performance indicators (KPIs). For Company C, the
transition from quality assurance and diagnostics data towards data revealing feature usage is already a big step, but based on our interactions,
we see a number of additional opportunities where Company C will benefit from a new revenue stream.
4.3.4 | AI/ML/DL dimension
Company C is currently exploring a range of opportunities related to AI/ML/DL technologies with examples such as a smart-technology digital
cockpit for fighter jets, autonomous search and rescue drones, and smart sensors for land, air, and sea applications. As one example, AI technology
is used to identify buildings, roads, or any type of land at pixel level from a great height, using AI segmentation to pick them out from the aerial
shot. In addition, AI could be used in a fast-moving emergency where there is conflicting information and we need to establish what the current
situation is, where, and how many casualties there are.
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4.4 | Secondary case companies (Companies D, E, and F)
In addition to the three primary case companies, we have an ongoing collaboration with a number of additional embedded systems companies. As
additional background and input for analysis and conceptual model development, we use insights from three of these companies as input for this
study. All three secondary case companies operate in businesses where the product is a physical product, for example, a transportation device
(Company D), a communication system (Company E), and a packaging plant (Company F). Just as the primary case companies, they are currently
building complementary services around their products and they seek to advance the use and exploitation of the data that their products gener-
ate. With regard to AI/ML/DL, the companies have hundreds of people working with these technologies as they provide huge potential for new
value propositions. Our research collaborations with these companies relate to all the dimensions presented in this paper and have been published
in a number of studies in which we detail the cases, the challenges they face and the strategies they use to advance their products, their business
models, their use of data, and their AI/ML/DL initiatives.47–49
5 | DISCUSSION: TOWARDS A DIGITAL COMPANY AND HOW TO GET THERE
In this paper, we explore how digitalization transforms companies in the embedded systems domain. To do this, we explore a number of use cases
in which the case companies involved in our study seek to complement their traditional, and primarily transactional, models for value creation with
models based on continuous value delivery to customers. In what follows, we discuss our empirical findings and we present the main contribu-
tions of this paper. First, in Section 5.1, we capture the difference between traditional and digital companies. Second, in Section 5.2, we present a
model in which we detail the typical evolution path companies take when transitioning from traditional towards becoming digital companies. In
this model, we identify four orthogonal dimensions in which companies need to evolve and that are critical for this transition to be successful and
we outline the steps that need to be taken. In Section 5.3, we present the relation between our models and the empirical evidence from the cases.
Finally, in Section 6, we identify open research challenges for future research.
5.1 | Traditional versus digital companies
During our research, one of the main discussions in the case companies was the definition of a “digital company” and what it actually means to
become a digital company. During these discussions, together with the companies, we converged on a set of contrasts between traditional and
digital companies. In Table 1, and based on the case company discussions, we provide an overview of the characteristics of traditional and digital
companies and the contrast between the two.
TABLE 1 Contrasting traditional and digital companies: Key characteristics
Dimensions Traditional company Digital company
Business model Transactional model where customers buy
products periodically
Continuous value delivery model based on services; monetization through
KPIs and expectation of continuous improvement
Business ecosystem One-dimensional value network from
suppliers to product company to customer
Multidimensional business network with multiple avenues for
monetization using products, data, and other assets
Data Customer has full ownership of its data and
with limited (if any) access to it by the
product company
The product company has ownership of customer data and uses it as an
asset in product development and improvement and as an asset that is
monetized with customers, for example, data-driven service offerings
System architecture Deeply integrated architecture optimized for
minimal bill of material cost. Focus is on
freezing the architecture after design and a
“big bang” release
Modularized architecture separating parts that evolve at different
frequencies through APIs (mechanics, electronics, software). Focus is on
facilitating continuous evolution and release
R&D process Process dictated by mechanical design and
manufacturing constraints. Focus on
planning and prediction in order to
minimize cost due to late changes and
quality issues
Process focused on fast feedback loops facilitated by continuous
deployment and data streams. Focus on experimentation and
continuous learning
Organization Hierarchical organization with functionally
organized departments
Empowered, cross-functional teams responsible for different aspects of
value delivery
Culture Atoms-over-bits mindset and with a tendency
for local optimization.
Bits-over-atoms mindset in which people deliver on the company mission
and take on responsibilities based on what is needed
Abbreviation: KPI, key performance indicator.
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5.2 | The evolution from a traditional to a digital company
In this section, we present the typical evolution path we see the case companies take when transitioning towards becoming digital companies. In
Figure 1, we identify four orthogonal dimensions in which companies are evolving and that are critical for this transition to be successful. These
dimensions are the (1) product upgrade dimension, (2) business model dimension, (3) data exploitation dimension, and (4) AI/ML/DL dimension. For
each dimension, we outline five steps starting from traditional practices and product-oriented value creation to more service-oriented and data-
driven revenue models. In the following subsections, we detail each of these dimensions and we identify the steps that we see companies take in
order to become a digital company. From the primary and secondary case companies we worked with, we have empirical evidence for Steps 1–3 as
those steps are where these companies currently operate. For Step 4, we have limited examples as this step is not fully realized in the embedded
systems domain. However, all case companies direct their efforts and key initiatives on realizing this step, and with other domains (e.g., the online
domain) already there, we expect the embedded systems companies to follow this path shortly. Finally, to develop a multisided market model50–53
with additional opportunities to monetize data (Step 5) is based on what we learned is their desired state and where the case companies want to
be although none of them are there yet. This step is where we see companies in the gaming and in the online domain operate, and it is reasonable
to assume that the embedded systems companies will follow the same path. For each of the steps, we provide more detail in Section 5.3.
As an overall reflection with regard to the evolution path presented above, our experience is that the transactional business model is valid pri-
marily for commodity and differentiating functionality.54 With digitalization, however, this model is currently being complemented with
subscription-based business models where customers pay a fee at regular intervals for access to a product or service. In the case companies we stud-
ied, we see that for more innovative services, the companies are looking to have a subscription- and service-based business model as this allows for
more exploratory ways of working with customers. In addition, we see that companies look to have their suppliers align their business model with
the main business model of the company as this allows for aligning the revenue model with the cost model. As one example, automotive producers
want to avoid paying suppliers upfront if offering the car as a service but instead share part of the service revenue with suppliers. Finally, there is a
difference with regard to B2B versus B2C with regard to ownership of certain products. In the automotive domain, there is an advantage with a
business model focused on ownership, as then, the responsibility for the vehicle is with the owner and it is clear who pays for value-added services.
5.2.1 | Product upgrade dimension
In the companies we studied, there are already software updates to the products and associated services on a regular basis. In Figure 2, we detail
the product upgrade dimension and we identify the steps that companies take when transitioning from selling physical products to selling digital
products with continuous upgrades of all system components.
F IGURE 1 The evolution path from a traditional to a digital company
Abbreviations: AI, artificial intelligence; ML, machine learning; DL, deep learning; KPI, key performance indicator
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As can be seen in the figure, there are intermediate steps where products are offered as a service, for example, car sharing services,
and where software upgrades allow for improvement of system performance in terms of quality, security, and safety. In the second step,
companies support software upgrades of products deployed in the field primarily to protect downside, for example, recalls due to quality or
safety issues, and software updates are made to ensure and correct system behavior. In the next step, the data that are generated by cus-
tomers when using the product and its complementary services are used for internal benefits, that is, improvement of product performance
such as the detection capability of a radar system or to address issues with fuel consumption in certain road conditions. However, the fur-
ther the companies evolve, the more upgrades to the product and services become connected to customer experience and the customers'
business KPIs. In the last steps, the company starts to focus on upgrading selected electronic and mechanical parts with the goal of improv-
ing the business of the customer. In automotive, and especially in relation to trucks, we see this pattern when product companies move
from being focused on the truck and its planned services towards focusing on upgrades that help fleet owners manage also the exceptional
and unplanned situations and where software services help improve their business. In the final step, the product offering has digitalized
completely, meaning that the company manages the physical product and its upgrades, and the customer enjoys a continuously improving
solution.
5.2.2 | Business model dimension
All case companies seek to shift value delivery from today's transactional models towards more value-based models in which there is
the opportunity for a more continuous relationship to customers and where the product is more of an enabler for selling complementary services
and digital products that extend the lifetime of the product and improve it during use. In Figure 3, we detail the business model dimension and we
identify the steps that companies take when transitioning from product sales to a multisided ecosystem.
In the first step, transactional sales of physical products are the primary source of revenue and anything services related is a secondary.
At this step, customer interaction is limited as the product is seen as the primary value being delivered. In the second step, companies start
providing a service in areas that were traditionally sold as products. In a product-as-service sales model, the producer typically gets a regu-
lar income stream as services may include subscription fees or use-based charges. As an example, customers joining a car sharing service
have reduced upfront costs compared with buying a car but pay a regular fee that covers, for example, maintenance. In particular, cus-
tomers that have insufficient need to warrant full ownership of the product benefit from a product-as-a-service model, and consequently,
this model does, in most cases, complement, rather than cannibalize, the traditional business model. In the third step, companies expand on
the service offerings and start building complementary services around their products. These services often concern guaranteeing certain
properties of the product, such as availability, uptime, and mean time between failures. The typical model in this step, however, is
guaranteeing a certain level of, for example, availability, and the company being penalized if its products fail to meet the agreed level. There
is only a downside to the performance-based business model but no upside yet. As recognized by Shankar et al.,55 complementary service
offerings might include bundle offerings where collections of products and services can be completely independent but which add large
value when combined (e.g., Microsoft products and their support services, a combination of products and services—a “best of breed” offer-
ing, multibenefit bundles where products and services are dependent on each other, and unrelated products and services that are brought
together to offer larger value to customers). In the fourth step, companies shift towards using the KPIs of the customer as target outcomes.
Here, KPIs reflect how well the product delivers on whatever it is that the customer prioritizes. Using the automotive domain as an
F IGURE 2 Evolution from a traditional to a digital company: The product upgrade dimension
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example, this can be, for example, how many of the scheduled transports delivered according to plan and without any delays. As another
example, fleet owners in the automotive domain can get access to data about their fleet and with the opportunity to compare this with
other fleets in order to see how they perform. Through aligning the business model with the customer KPIs, the company can now also
benefit from providing improved performance (i.e., there is now an upside to the company to deliver more value). Finally, the fifth step
reflects a multisided ecosystem model in which assets such as aggregated data coming from the primary customers are monetized with a
secondary customer base. This forms the basis for a situation in which a company can subsidize the original customers by offering the
product at a lower cost to gain market share.50–53
5.2.3 | Data exploitation dimension
In the companies we studied, we see enormous efforts in trying to improve the use and effectiveness of data. In Figure 4, we detail the data
dimension of the digital transformation and we outline the steps companies take when moving from reactive use of data towards proactive use
with the opportunity to monetize data with existing and new customers.
In the first step in the model, data are used as the basis for quality assurance and for diagnostics. Here, data help troubleshooting efforts
as well as potential error-correcting activities and development teams benefit from having system behaviors continuously monitored. In the
second step, companies start using data also for internal improvements of features, functionality, and product performance. As in the first
step, data serve as input for troubleshooting and maintenance activities. In addition, however, the data are used for improvement of product
performance, for example, the detection capability of a radar system or to address issues with fuel consumption in certain road conditions,
configuration settings of a certain device, and other situations in which runtime data help improve the current version of the product. In the
third step, companies advance further and start using data as an asset to monetize with existing customers. Here, data collected from one
customer are processed and analyzed and provided back to the customer in order to support operations and provide relevant insights about
the operations of that customer. In the fourth step, data from all customers are aggregated and used as an asset to provide, typically compar-
ative, analysis and insights. In the automotive domain, data about a fleet are useful for the fleet owner if these can be compared with other
fleets and how they are performing. In telecom, product companies use data to optimize their systems based on a certain operator's KPIs and
they get internal benefits if they surpass these target outcomes. Finally, in Step 5, data from the original customer base are used to monetize
with a second (and new) customer base. For example, data collected by vehicles could provide useful input for traffic conditions monitoring
services and be monetized with customers outside the traditional customer base of an automotive manufacturer. It should be noted that com-
panies are typically at multiple steps at the same time. As an example, companies that start using data for monetizing purposes (as defined in
Steps 3–5) still use data for quality assurance and feature monitoring purposes (as defined in Steps 1 and 2). Similarly, a company that
reaches the fifth and final step will still be using these data also as part of troubleshooting and maintenance activities. In this way, the data
exploitation dimension pictures the way in which companies continuously extend the purposes for which data are utilized. As an overall
F IGURE 3 Evolution from a traditional to a digital company: The business model dimension
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reflection, all company representatives highlighted the desire to move from KPIs reflecting costs and price reduction towards metrics that
emphasize customer value.
5.2.4 | AI/ML/DL dimension
All case companies have ongoing AI/ML/DL initiatives with hundreds of people working with these technologies. Despite the large range of topics
and the questions each company seek to answer, typical areas include, for example, autonomous drive, fleet security, personalization of devices
and/or offerings, nonverbal interaction, driving assistance, smart mobility, predictive maintenance, connectivity security, supply chain optimiza-
tion, and speech and/or image recognition. At the moment, they all have their first deployments in operation, and they are exploring viable alter-
natives for how to effectively optimize and scale ML/DL model deployment. In Figure 5, we detail the AI/ML/DL dimension and we identify the
steps that companies take when transitioning from simple data analytics practices to advanced and autonomous experimentation of AI/ML/DL
models in operation.
As pictured in Figure 5, companies start with using data for analytics purposes with the intention to have AI technologies help them
improve their software engineering processes. At this step, data are intended and used for human consumption and typical use cases are
digitalization, optimization, and automation of processes. In the second step, companies adopt a data set-centric way of working in which
they develop and train ML/DL models based on static data sets. At this stage, data become the primary and permanent asset on which
applications are built, and each application reads and writes through the shared data model. As an example, one of the case companies uses
ML models to check the packages they develop in order to detect any flaws or deviations in the sealings, in the gluing, or in the way the
package is put together. Temperature, anomalies, and edges are analyzed to ensure quality of the sealings. Here, the data set consists of
packages with different patterns and types. Following this, companies adopt more dynamic ways of working in which ML/DL models are
continuously trained and retrained based on new data, new insights, and changing system behaviors. In one of the case companies, ML
technologies are used to detect defects in packages at each customer site. A global and cloud-based ML model is deployed at each cus-
tomer site to detect customer-specific defects using transfer learning. Learnings from each customer are sent back to the global model for
retraining in the cloud. Here, the data set consists of fully finished packages with different patterns and types. In the fourth step, compa-
nies adopt federated learning approaches to further advance local training and enable localization and customization of models. As the case
companies all develop embedded systems, the number of product instances is in the thousands and each instance has its own local deploy-
ment of ML/DL models. The case companies seek ways to complement central training with federated learning approaches where all prod-
uct instances can be involved in continuously improving the performance of the entire product population in order to improve efficiency
and reduce costs associated with central data storage. As learning takes place in deployed products, a key challenge is to balance traditional
pre-deployment testing and quality and safety assurance practices with post-deployment evolution without sacrificing performance and
safety of deployed systems. Finally, in the fifth step, companies have ML/DL models that explore and experiment autonomously to improve
F IGURE 4 Evolution from a traditional to a digital company: The data exploitation dimension
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their performance. Here, the model experiments with different ways of realizing its functionality. As an example, systems like autonomous
vehicles (including cars, trains, submarines, aircrafts, and ships) use advanced ML/DL technologies to learn from their own operation and
improve quality of service. There are numerous research challenges surrounding this including the generation of alternatives for experimen-
tation, the prediction of potential downsides (regret) of alternatives, and testing before deployment of experiments. Although we did not
observe this step in the cases involved in our study, this was mentioned as a next step by several of the company representatives and as
a desired evolution of their current practices.
5.3 | Summary: Empirical evidence for the conceptualizations
In the above sections, we presented a model in which we detail the typical evolution path that we see companies in the embedded systems
domain take when transitioning from traditional to digital companies. Below, we present a mapping of the dimensions and steps we identified and
the extent to which we observed these in the use cases we studied. In Table 2, we detail the notation we use when referring to the case compa-
nies and the extent to which the dimensions we describe were observable. As pictured in the table, we use four stars to denote the strongest form
of confirmation, that is, where we have empirical evidence from multiple use cases, and one star for the weakest form of confirmation, that is,
where a certain level of a dimension has been mentioned by at least one case company but where we have not yet seen this implemented in
practice.
In Table 3, we use the above notation to present a mapping of the dimensions and steps we identified and the extent to which we observed
these in the use cases.
As can be seen in the table, we were able to observe continuous practices in multiple case companies in relation to product upgrades
and with several companies planning for fully digital products in the near future. With regard to business models, this dimension is
challenging, and although multiple companies have complementary services around their products, we do not yet see effective models in
which customer KPIs direct revenue and where the product company is able to significantly increase and grow service revenue. However,
to increasingly monetize based on customer KPIs is something that is currently in development at several of the case companies. For
example, this involves monetizing on the number of successful deliverables without delays if being a truck company, reaction time gained
by earlier radar detection if being a defense company, or reduction of end-customer churn, which is critical for multiple cases. Similarly,
although none of the case companies are able to monetize using a multisided ecosystem at this point in time, we regard this as a
F IGURE 5 Evolution from a traditional to a digital company: The AI/ML/DL dimension
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reasonable next step based on what is currently happening in other industry domains. As one example, and as recognized in Bataineh
et al.,56 data collected by smartphones are used in a variety of domains including targeted marketing, healthcare applications, pollution mon-
itoring, and crime analysis, and companies like Google and Facebook earn a large part of their revenue by selling data of their users to
other parties. Similar phenomena are reported in Voigt and Hinz57 when exploring network effects in two-sided markets and how to miti-
gate negative effects between two user groups. Based on this trend, as well as on trends such as CI, CD, A/B testing, DevOps, and
DataOps that have been successfully transferred from software companies to embedded systems companies,34,35,58,59 it is reasonable to
assume that companies in the embedded systems domain will also exploit and benefit from the opportunity to monetize customer data out-
side existing customer segments. Data exploitation practices are rapidly advancing, and here, we observed the increasing use of data for
the benefit of customers. Based on the current state in the case companies, we foresee a future in which they are able to monetize not
only their primary customer base but also secondary customer segments based on the data they collect. Finally, the extent to which
AI/ML/DL technologies provide new business opportunities is phenomenal. Our study shows that the case companies are rapidly adopting
these technologies and that these will be critical for competitive advantage as well as for the success of the digital transition they are
experiencing.
6 | OPEN RESEARCH CHALLENGES
In this paper, we explore how digitalization transforms companies in the embedded systems domain, and we detail the typical evolution
path these companies take when transitioning from traditional towards becoming digital companies. Below, we present key areas in which
we identify open research challenges that need to be addressed in future research and in order to help companies further advance this
transformation.
TABLE 2 Notation used when
describing our observations and
interpretations in the case companies
involved in the study
Observed in multiple use cases
Observed in one use case
Planned/wanted by multiple case companies
Mentioned/presented as an idea by at least one case company
TABLE 3 Mapping of empirical evidence for each of the steps that embedded systems companies take when evolving in the product upgrade,
the business model, the data exploitation, and the AI/ML/DL dimensions of digital transformation
Dimension Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5
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6.1 | Business model
Although business models and how to innovate these have been extensively studied,1,4,7,60 the specifics of the embedded systems domain make
this a complex area with a number of challenges to consider in future research.
6.1.1 | From product to service sales
The transition from a product-based sales model in which “free” service offerings are included as part of product sales to a stand-alone commer-
cial services model is critical but not extensively studied.
6.1.2 | From cost to value-based models
For embedded systems companies, the issue of how to avoid getting stuck in business models that focus on costs rather than opportunities such as
value-based pricing is critical. Although there is significant research on value-based pricing, there is little research on the transition from cost to value.
6.1.3 | Value capture from suppliers
Most product companies are uncertain as to how to capture value from data shared with suppliers. The challenge is that both parties want to
receive any data for free but want to monetize the data when sharing. Research is required to develop conceptual models to support the negotia-
tion between suppliers and product companies.
6.2 | Business ecosystem
The business ecosystem in which a company operates is of critical importance. As recognized in our previous research,8 the strategies for how to
engage with partners, competitors, and potential new entrants are critical for success. Also, the ways in which companies position themselves and
how they shift and increase power are a key competitive advantage. Still, there are a number of challenges to consider.
6.2.1 | Partnering with or isolating new entrants
For embedded systems companies that develop products including mechanics, electronics, and to an increasing extent also software, data, and AI,
there is an intricate balance between the risk of becoming a commodity player due to missing fundamental shifts in the market and wasting resources
on, in hindsight, irrelevant innovations. One of the key factors in this balance is the decision concerning who to partner with. Here, we see two
strategies: either keystone firms partner with new entrants with the intent to disrupt existing competitors, or they partner with their current compet-
itors to keep new entrants out. There is little research supporting the strategic choices companies take concerning business and software
ecosystems.
6.2.2 | Timing of transition between traditional and digital ways of working
In our research, we present four dimensions in which companies need to evolve and shift current practices. To survive and be successful, compa-
nies need to shift in all of these, but when to do what is challenging. The fact that new ways of working and new models have to grow whereas
the old ways of working and models have to decrease has proven difficult as it includes not only development but also resources, competences,
customer relations, supplier relationships, and so forth.
6.2.3 | Development of a two-sided business
To explore who is interested in certain data to the point that they are willing to pay for it is a challenging task for embedded systems companies.
Also, the notion of how to put enough resources, attention, and funds into the development of a two-sided market in order to reach an ignition
point where there is enough value created on both sides of the market is unclear.
6.3 | Data
Strategies for how to effectively manage and monetize data are key for companies that seek to provide services and continuous software updates
to customers.3,12,13 This topic comes with a set of challenges specifically for embedded systems companies:
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6.3.1 | Data ownership and changing ownership
Embedded systems companies have traditionally focused on selling physical products and claimed that the customers own the data generated by
their products. This is rapidly changing. Consequently, there is the challenge of how to share data with multiple stakeholders.
6.3.2 | How to value and price data
As data have not been monetized in existing supplier relationships, nobody knows what the value (the price) of these data is and there is
uncertainty of what the potential use scenarios of these data could be when in the hands of suppliers. In addition, there are no common
guidelines on how to associate value with data sets and data streams or how to distinguish between direct and indirect factors such as risk
and warranty.
6.4 | System architecture
As embedded systems include mechanical, electronic, and software parts, defining a system architecture that supports the seamless integration of
these parts is of critical importance. Traditionally, all parts were designed in parallel, integrated, validated, and frozen as a transactional business
model is based on infrequent, large system upgrades that justify the next transaction. When digitalizing, embedded systems companies need to
adopt more continuous value delivery to customers.3 This leads to a number of interesting research challenges.
6.4.1 | How to architecture the traditional product in layers that can evolve independently of each other
As software, electronics, and some mechanical parts now all need to evolve at different frequencies, we need to decouple layers in the system
architecture that facilitate the different update frequencies without losing overall system functionality. This is a surprisingly challenging topic as
each of the technologies brings requirements and constraints to the system architecture.
6.4.2 | How to manage the increasing system scope
Traditional system architecture focused on the physical product, but in a digital context, the system architecture has to include the cloud backend,
mobile apps, and third parties that integrate with the core system.
6.5 | R&D process
Embedded systems companies have rigorous processes that dictate how to work with a complex set of components as well as how to efficiently
integrate these. Typically, systems are safety-critical, which adds a dimension to the level of complexity as well as to the adoption capability of
new ways of working. During recent years, agile methods and DevOps practices have been implemented.36 With digitalization, however, there
are a number of additional challenges to consider.
6.5.1 | Sequential versus continuous ways of working
For embedded systems companies, the tradition is to focus on waterfall development of products as this is a well-working and common approach
to mechanics and electronics components of the systems. The challenge is to have waterfall and sequential approaches for mechanics and elec-
tronics co-exist with agile and continuous deployment of software, data, and AI.
6.5.2 | Development of service offerings and new capabilities
R&D as well as sales organizations need to adopt service-oriented methods and ways of working that shift focus to emerging service offers and
new capabilities, for example, cloud service delivery.
6.6 | Organization and culture
Typically, embedded systems companies are organized in hierarchical company structures with roles and responsibilities that reflect the product
portfolio. With increasingly service-oriented businesses, this needs to change. Although cross-functional teams and the transition towards these
have been studied,61 this is particularly challenging in large-scale software engineering.
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6.6.1 | From hierarchical to cross-functional organizations
With digitalization, companies need to re-organize themselves. For embedded systems companies, this involves the transition from hierarchical
organizations with separate functions and departments towards empowered and cross-functional teams focused on delivering end-to-end ser-
vices including the product, cloud backend, mobile apps, and third-party integration.
6.6.2 | From an “atoms over bits” to a “bits over atoms” mindset
To advance as digital companies, embedded systems companies need to change the organization and the mindset of people into something in
which people deliver on the overall company mission and where employees take on responsibilities based on what is needed rather than what is
stated in a role description.
7 | RELATED WORK
The phenomenon of digitalization is widely studied across research disciplines. As examples, there are studies on how business models typically
shift and change over time,62 on the emergence of multibusiness models,63 and on how companies are able to create two-sided markets where dis-
tinct user groups provide each other with network benefits.50–53 Examples of well-known companies employing two-sided markets include organi-
zations such as American Express (credit cards), eBay (marketplace), Taobao (marketplace in China), Facebook (social medium), LinkedIn
(professional medium), Mall of America (shopping mall), Match.com (dating platform), and Sony (game consoles). As recognized in Bataineh et al.,56
the benefits that each group exhibits demand economies of scale. Credit card holders, for instance, favor credit cards accepted by more merchants,
whereas merchants favor cards carried by more holders. Two-sided market platforms choose the right price to charge each group and consider the
fact that adoption on one side drives adoption on the other side. In similar, data collected from one customer group can be monetized with another
customer group in order for companies to gain market share and accelerate revenue provided by customer data. In addition, several authors discuss
the dynamic nature of business models and the impact of change in the business environment.63–65 Complementing these studies, there are stud-
ies on how digitalization drives organizational change at the process, organization, and business level. Although these studies are not directed
towards the embedded systems industry, they provide insights in how digitalization offers significantly shorter transaction times and how an
increased speed drives new challenges in business and technology alignment. Regardless of research discipline or perspective taken on digitaliza-
tion, one of the most fascinating trends is the shift towards continuous value delivery to customers and continuous improvement and deployment
of product functionality. This shift is observed across industry domains and to an extent that we have only seen the beginnings of.25,26
Despite rigorous research on digitalization, there is limited research within the software engineering field that focus on what it involves for
embedded systems companies to transform into digital companies. Typically, there is a strong tendency to focus on either the enabling technolo-
gies for digitalization, for example, continuous integration and continuous deployment34,35 or the practices associated with these.36–38 As recog-
nized by Ståhl et al.,34 the successful implementation and use of these technologies and practices allow for significant shortening of development
lead time, more frequent integration of code, and rapid placement of release candidates in production. As a result, new value is created and there
is the additional opportunity for new monetization strategies. Related to studies on technologies and practices, our previous work recognized
how embedded systems companies use different strategies for collaborating and competing within the business ecosystems they operate in,8
how they position and reposition themselves in these ecosystems,14 and how digitalization and the introduction of new technologies disrupt cur-
rent development practices and forces incumbents to use new strategies.3
However, although there are studies within software engineering that focus on topics related to digital transformation, these studies tend to
adopt more of a technical or a practice perspective of digitalization. To the best of our knowledge, the business aspects of digitalization are pri-
marily studied outside of the software engineering research field. For the software engineering field of research, this means that there is a ten-
dency to neglect the monetization part of new technology-driven opportunities rather than bringing these together into a holistic understanding
of what digitalization entails. Although we believe that existing software engineering research provides a solid foundation for some of the dimen-
sions of digitalization, it fails in detailing what it takes to transition from a traditional company with value being created from product sales
towards becoming a digital company with complementary digital and service-oriented offerings. Moreover, existing studies do not provide insights
into the implications of a continuous customer relationship in which the lifetime of a product is significantly extended and in which customer
value is created throughout the lifetime of a product.
Therefore, and to complement our own previous research as well as previous research by others, this study focuses exclusively on the
software-intensive embedded systems domain and the specific needs of these companies to successfully navigate the digital transformation. In
our previous work, we focused on how customer needs evolve when new technologies are introduced, how ecosystems transform due to digi-
tal technologies, and how traditional technologies commoditize over time. Based on our findings, we developed a decision framework that cap-
tures technical aspects of digitalization as well as alternative strategies that incumbents can use to avoid disruption. However, we did not
focus our attention on the value creation and business model aspects of digitalization. Therefore, in this paper, we conceptualize this
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transformation, and we identify the steps that embedded systems companies need to take to become digital companies. As the key contribu-
tions, our study captures the difference between what constitutes a traditional and a digital company and we detail the typical evolution path
companies take when transitioning from traditional towards becoming digital companies. In doing this, we aim to provide a holistic understand-
ing of the different dimensions of digitalization and how embedded systems companies need to evolve in each of these to successfully trans-
form into a digital company.
8 | CONCLUSIONS
With digitalization and with technologies such as software, data, and AI being introduced, companies in the embedded systems domain are
experiencing a rapid transformation of their conventional businesses. While the physical products and associated product sales provide the core
revenue, these are increasingly being complemented with service offerings, new data-driven services, and even pure digital products that allow
for continuous value creation and delivery to customers. For the companies studied in this paper, the transition from being traditional companies
towards becoming digital companies offers the opportunity to significantly expand their business and to engage with customers in new and inno-
vative ways. However, and as recognized in this paper, although the embedded systems domain has been carefully studied with regard to its tran-
sition from products to services and how digitalization and new technologies disrupt current development practices,3,8,34–36 there is limited
research on what it involves to transition from a traditional company with value being created from product sales towards becoming a digital com-
pany with complementary digital and service-oriented offerings.
In this paper, and based on multicase research, we explore a number of use cases in the embedded systems domain in which companies seek
to complement their traditional, and primarily transactional, models for value creation with models based on continuous value delivery to cus-
tomers. As our key contributions, we (1) capture the difference between traditional and digital companies, we (2) present a model identifying four
orthogonal dimensions in which companies need to evolve when transitioning from traditional towards digital companies, and (3) we identify open
research challenges that we see as important for future research in this area. In future work, we aim to study several of the open research chal-
lenges in more detail, especially those concerning the business ecosystem, data, and R&D processes. In addition, we hope to validate the model
with additional companies. Transitioning from a traditional to a digital company is the key contemporary challenge in the embedded systems
industry and we intend to provide helpful conceptual models and empirical evidence to support existing keystone players in surviving and thriving
in the digital transformation.
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ENDNOTES
1 For more information about this research collaboration, please visit www.software-center.se
2 A detailed description of our data collection and analysis activities can be found in Appendix A.
3 A detailed description of the use cases in each company can be found in Appendix A.
4 An overview of the interview and workshop guidelines/questions can be found in Appendix B.
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APPENDIX A.
In the sections below, we provide a detailed description of the data collection and analysis process and the case companies and the use cases. These
descriptions extend and detail Sections 3.2 and 3.3 in the paper.
Data collection and analysis
Our research builds on active engagement and close collaboration with practitioners in all the case companies. All research projects are organized
in 6-month sprints during which we collect empirical data by exploring and identifying challenges related to a certain topic, develop solutions, vali-
date results, and report these results. As the basis for data collection, we organize company-specific workshops at each company, as well as joint
workshops to which we invite all companies, we conduct interview studies, and we arrange community meet-up events for product management,
system engineers, system architects, and senior leaders within all member companies.
As the primary data source for this study, we engaged in company-specific workshop sessions at all case companies in which key stakeholders
shared their experience on how the companies seek to complement their traditional, and primarily transactional, models for value creation with
models based on continuous value delivery to customers. For the companies involved in this study, this involves the creation and monetization of
new digital services as well as the transition towards a multidimensional value network in which revenue is generated from multiple avenues
including products and services but increasingly from data and other digital assets. During these workshops, we met with groups of company rep-
resentatives to learn about their ongoing initiatives on digital business models and new revenue streams as well as plans and ideas for future inno-
vation of their product offerings. Typically, the workshop sessions lasted for 2–3 h and involved 4–10 people within product management,
project management, business intelligence, innovative purchasing, advanced engineering, software applications, global software engineering, ser-
vice business, and also people from feature and functionality development. In some cases, we had sessions that were half- or full-day events and
in which we were invited to explore a specific challenge together with a team and where the team felt that they would benefit from having exter-
nal input on their ongoing and future plans. In addition to the company-specific workshops, we organized joint workshops to which all companies
were invited and where we together explored a selected topic related to digitalization and digital transformation. At these workshops, we typically
had 12–20 people attending and with the added benefit of having the company representatives share experiences and learn from others. In total,
we met with the involved case companies (including both primary and secondary case companies) in 27 workshops of which 16 workshops were
on-site company-specific sessions where we visited each case company and met with representatives from that company, eight were joint
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workshops to which all companies were invited (including sprint kick-off workshops as well as sprint reporting workshops), one was a community
workshop especially for product managers, and two were community workshops especially for senior leaders. Of the 16 company-specific work-
shops, 10 were conducted with teams at the primary case companies and six at the secondary case companies.
In addition to the workshops that were conducted between November 2018 and May 2020, and as complementary data sources, five semi-
structured interviews were held with selected key stakeholders in two of the primary case companies and two of the secondary case companies.
These interviews were conducted in November 2018 (two interviews), in October 2019 (one interview), and in April 2020 (two interviews). The
interviews lasted for 45–60 min with the purpose to complement and further detail some of the aspects that emerged during the workshop ses-
sions. All interviews were either recorded or documented in notes and the transcripts were shared between the two authors of this paper. Also,
the empirical material and our interpretations of this were shared with the case company representatives on a continuous basis in order to avoid
any misunderstandings as well as to get their feedback on the generalizations and conceptualizations we developed as part of our research. A
summary of our data collection activities is presented in Table A1 where we use a “*” to indicate which companies were primary case companies.
Throughout our study, we collected empirical data from the workshops, and we took notes during informal discussions. It should also be
noted that each of the workshops mentioned above involved preparation meetings in which we met with a subset of the participant group over
video conferencing or on phone. In particular, this was the case in one of the primary case companies where the group we worked with included
company representatives from the United States, from France, and from Sweden and where the planning effort was significant as the initiative
we were invited to explore was of very high priority and involved key functions across the globe. For data analysis, we adopted an interpretive
approach41–43 as it provides useful advice and guidance for the coding process of empirical data. As part of our analysis, the preparation meeting
and workshops notes, the interview transcripts, and all additional written documentation were carefully read by both authors of this paper in
order to identify themes and concepts that were mentioned, experienced, and reflected upon by the company representatives we met with. In
addition, and as a useful complementary source of information, whiteboard illustrations that were taken during the workshops were revisited with
the purpose to add details and exemplify the workshop notes. During our analysis, we had the opportunity to continuously share and compare
notes and discuss our interpretations also with the practitioners involved in the study. This combination of methodological techniques, empirical
materials, and multiple perspectives allowed for added rigor, richness, and depth to our inquiry. As suggested by Walsham,42 the generalizations
that are made based on case study research are useful for other organizations that experience similar challenges in similar contexts. With the
opportunity to work closely with a large number of companies in the embedded systems domain, we believe that the insights we provide, and the
conceptualizations we develop, are valuable also outside the specific contexts of these companies.
Case companies and use cases
For the purpose of this publication, we have selected a set of primary and secondary cases as the foundation for the conceptualizations and gen-
eralizations we develop and present. As elaborated upon by Seawright and Gerring44 and Gerring,45 case study selection is critical as most case
studies are about something larger than the case itself, even if the resulting generalization is issued in a tentative fashion. In case studies of this
sort, the chosen case is asked to represent a population of cases that is often much larger than the case itself, and typically, background cases play
a key role in analysis. Although they are not selected as primary cases per se, they are integrated into the analysis in an informal manner as they
provide valuable input and relevant insights for the understanding and reporting of the object of study.
Following this line of reasoning, the empirical findings we report in this paper build on case study research in three companies that we
selected as primary cases. It should be noted that in one of these companies, we studied three different use cases. All primary case companies are
actively exploring the opportunities and benefits of digital assets and digital products. This involves concrete development and prototyping of
new products and services, experimentation and evaluation with internal and/or selected (external) customers, and advanced analytics practices
in order to validate whether new digital offering and/or business models have bearing.
















Company-specific workshops 3 3 4 5 1 - 16
Interviews 1 2 - - 1 1 5
Joint company workshops All case companies invited (with the workshops being hosted at company and university
sites)
8
Community workshops (PdM) All case companies invited (with the workshop being hosted at one of the university sites) 1
Community workshops (senior
leaders)
All case companies invited (with the workshops being hosted at company sites) 2
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As secondary cases, and as additional background and input for analysis, we selected another three case companies that face similar challenges
and opportunities as the primary case companies. It should be noted that after working closely with the 15 companies involved in the larger
research initiative for close to a decade on topics related to digitalization of the embedded systems domain, the knowledge base for the conceptu-
alizations and generalizations we make is significantly broader than the cases selected particularly for this publication. However, for the purpose
of this paper, we chose to include only those companies with which we conducted the majority of our most recent research. As being on-site and
maintaining daily or weekly contact with 15companies is not feasible, our research is organized so that we engage closely with four to six compa-
nies for each 6-month sprint. In this way, we get to work closely with all of the companies although not at the same time. Also, it provides the
companies with the opportunity to adjust their level of activity in a certain project as they are typically engaged in more than one project at a
time. Those companies that are a little less active during a certain time period are still involved and “listening in” by attending joint activities,
reporting workshop, and community events.
The three primary case companies, and in which we studied a total of five use cases, are described below:
• Company A: A company manufacturing trucks, buses, and construction equipment as well as a supplier of marine systems. For the purpose of
this paper, we studied three different use cases that all reflect the transition towards a digital company:
 Case A1 involves the development of future integrated services that will provide drivers with real-time information before, during, and after a trip.
As the basis for this information, data from external partners are collected and the idea is to build a platform where geographically distrib-
uted drivers can access onboard and offboard services. To achieve this, Company A has created an infrastructure in which third-party appli-
cations can be onboarded and a portal to which partners can be invited. When invited, external partners get access to the information they
need, and they can add their own applications.
 Case A2 involves monetizing and sharing of data as Company A is experiencing a situation in which one of the suppliers has started requesting
access to the data coming back from their component as well as more of the diagnostics data produced by Company A. The supplier wants to use
these data to improve the quality of the component they deliver by having access to performance data. For Company A, there are several
incentives for sharing data with reliability being the most important. The the better components, the higher the reliability, and to achieve
this, suppliers also need the data.
 Case A3 involves the development of a data-driven business model as Company A is actively exploring the opportunities to create a new business
relationship with one of its suppliers. This supplier is not a direct supplier, but Company A is buying systems in which components from this
supplier are embedded. The supplier has limited experience in the automotive domain and has a different skill set compared with the direct
suppliers that Company A works with. As one of these skills, the supplier is advanced in data analysis. Currently, this supplier is interested in
getting access to data from Company A as this would help them improve the quality and the level of their service offerings to the automo-
tive domain. The incentives for Company A are to help predict and assess quality in their products as sharing of data would enable the sup-
plier to better understand the performance of their devices in the vehicles.
• Company B: A company manufacturing a broad variety of sports and utility vehicles. For the purpose of this paper, we studied a use case in
which the company is looking to introduce on-demand pricing of products and services.
• Company C: A company developing products, services, and solutions for military defense and civil security. For the purpose of this paper, we
studied a use case in which the company is exploring the opportunities to introduce digital products with continuous capability growth to reinvent
their existing product portfolio.
In addition to the primary cases in which we studied a number of different use cases, we base our findings on long-term collaboration and
insights from three secondary case companies. Throughout the paper, we use our experience from these case companies as additional background
and input for analysis rather than as selected examples in detailing the empirical findings. The secondary case companies are listed below:
• Company D: A company developing a wide range of connected products for home appliances, for industry, and for transportation.
• Company E: A company providing information and communication technology (ICT) to service providers.
• Company F: A company providing processing and packaging solutions for food as well as services solutions for operation of plants.
APPENDIX B.
In the sections below, we provide the interview/discussion guideline that was used as the basis for our discussions with company representatives
during workshop series and interviews. Throughout the study, and as the basis for our research, we used semi-structured interview questions
grouped into a number of overall categories. For each category, we allowed the interviewees and the workshop participants to provide their input
and insights as well as to add information they found important but that was not covered in the questions
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The questions within each category worked as the foundation for discussing and reflecting on challenges as well as opportunities that the
company representatives experienced as part of the digital transformation. Also, they helped in reflecting on current versus desired state of prac-
tices during times of rapid change. It should be noted that the questions within each category were used as a basis for discussions rather than as a pro-
tocol for controlling the conversation.
Digital transformation
• If looking at the digital transformation taking place across industries—how would you describe the key things/shifts that are happening in your
domain/within your company in relation to:
 Value creation and revenue streams
 New technologies and new business opportunities
 Product development, improvement, deployment and sales
 Existing/new partners in the business ecosystem
 What are the main challenges/opportunities you experience/foresee with regard to digital technologies and digital transformation of your
business?
Product-centric versus service-oriented business models
• How would you describe your current ways of working with regard to business models?
• How would you describe the current interaction with customers before, during, and after sales?
• What are the main benefits with your current ways of operating with regard to product (and service) sales?
• What are the main drawbacks with your current ways of operating with regard to product (and service) sales?
• In what way/to what extent have digital technologies changed current ways of working with regard to product sales and customer interactions?
• Could you share an example(s) of a case where you have gone from selling a product (customers buy and own) to selling a service (customers
having access)?
• Could you share an example(s) of a case(s) where you have gone from a physical offering to a digital offering?
• Could you describe the evolution when moving from product-oriented to service-oriented sales?
Data collection–use–monetization
• What do the data collection–analysis–use practices look like in the company?
• What type(s) of data is collected from products/systems and customers?
• How would you characterize the use of the data that are collected?
• Do you experience a shift in how data are used? If so, what drives this shift, what is it that is happening, and what is it that the company seeks
to achieve with this?
• What are the current challenges involved in data collection–analysis–use?
• What are the current opportunities in data collection–analysis–use?
• With digital technologies being introduced, and with software and data becoming increasingly important, what are the new opportunities you
are exploring?
• Are there examples of data-driven products/services in the company?
• To what extent (if at all) are data shared with suppliers and/or other partners?
• To what extent (if at all) are you able to monetize data?
• Could you describe a scenario(s) and/or a concrete example on data monetization with suppliers/external partners?
• Are there any examples of data being collected from your existing customers and monetized with new customers (multisided/two-sided mar-
ket development)? If so, when did this start? What are the experiences so far? If not, is this something you aim for? What would be the oppor-
tunities you look for?
Introduction of new technologies
• How would you describe the technology evolution you experience in your company/industry domain?
• What role does software, data, and AI technologies play?
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• What are the main challenges with the introduction of new technologies?
• What are the main opportunities with the introduction of new technologies?
• If looking at AI/ML/DL technologies, when/how/why were they introduced into your systems? What do they allow for and what opportunities
do they open up for?
• In what way have AI/ML/DL technologies changed the way in which you use/exploit data?
• If looking ahead, what is the desired state in relation to AI/ML/DL technologies? What do you wish to accomplish that you could not accom-
plish before?
Business ecosystem
• In what way is digitalization of your business changing the existing business ecosystems in which you operate?
• Are there new partners being added to the ecosystem in relation to new technologies being introduced?
• What are the current challenges you experience in current collaborations with regard to digitalization of products and services?
• What are the current opportunities you experience in current collaborations with regard to digitalization of products and services?
• Could you share an example of a case where you have gone from a one-dimensional business model to a multidimensional business model
(i.e., using data and AI solutions to allow for monetizing aggregated data coming from your original customers with a new group of customers
in order to subsidize the original customers by offering the product at a lower cost)?
Continuous improvement/update of products/systems
• Could you describe the ways in which you work with product/system improvements/updates?
• Could you describe in what way current practices are changing due to connectivity, continuous deployment, practices, and so forth?
• To what extent (and in what parts of the system) are you able to do frequent and/or continuous improvements/updates?
• Are there ways in which you can continuously update mechanics and electronics components as well?
• In what way is continuous improvement/update practices allowing for new business models/opportunities?
• In what way is continuous improvement/update practices allowing for new customer relationships/interactions?
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